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INTRODUCTION  

Dementia usually results in the deterioration of a wide range of cognitive functions such as 

memory, orientation, visual-spatial abilities, attention, judgement, decision-making, etc. [1], 

which overlap with the multiple cognitive domains involved in driving. Indeed, prior literature 

[2-4] has revealed that dementia or cognitive decline compromises the complex task of driving at 

multiple levels [5-7]. Additionally, accumulated evidence [8, 9] shows that drivers with dementia 

or cognitive impairment are more likely to be involved in accidents. While some patients in the 

early stages of dementia may be able to drive safely [10-12], the progressive nature of the disease 

implies that the cognitive functions necessary for safe driving would gradually deteriorate and 

eventually compel the patients to stop driving.  

With the rapid aging of the population, the problem of dementia patients as drivers has 

increasingly emerged globally, including in Japan [13]. In Japan, automobile accidents caused by 

drivers aged 65 or above have increased since the 1990s [14]. Additionally, the driving license 

holding rate of seniors has also been increasing, with over 5.82 million seniors aged 75 years or 

more holding a driving license as at end-2019 [15], indicating that one of every three seniors aged 

75 years or more holds a driver’s license. In such a situation, Japanese researchers have been 

focusing on the driving problem of senior drivers with cognitive impairment [16-18], while the 

government has amended the Road Traffic Act several times in recent years to address this issue. 

According to the latest amendment implemented in March 2017, when senior drivers aged 75 or 

above apply for renewal of their driving licenses or commit some specified traffic violations, it is 

obligatory for them to undergo the Cognitive Impairment Screening Test for Senior Drivers 

(CISTSD). The CISTSD consists of temporal orientation tests, cued recall tests, and the clock 

drawing test (CDT). Based on the total score of the CISTSD, the cognitive function of the 

examinee is categorized as “impaired (the first category),” “slightly impaired (the second 

category),” or “unimpaired (the third category) [19].” As per the Road Traffic Act, it is mandatory 

for senior drivers to undergo a formal evaluation for dementia, if they are placed in the first 

category. Moreover, “dementia” has been specified legislatively as an independent reason for 

driving license revocation.  

Worldwide, there is a consensus that the evaluation of senior drivers’ fitness for driving 

should not be based solely on the medical diagnosis of dementia, but on the individual’s actual 

driving ability [13, 20]. However, this complicated task has posed considerable challenges to 

health professionals, policy makers, and researchers. Many researchers have been trying to assess 

the driving ability of senior drivers with cognitive impairment using varied methods, including 
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neuropsychological tests [21], on-road tests [22], off-road driving simulation assessments [23], 

caregivers’ interview [24], naturalistic driving [25], investigation of neuroimaging data [26], etc. 

Given that neuropsychological tests, as office-based tools, are easy to administer and 

undergo, they have been proposed as good methods to predict driving ability. Individual 

neuropsychological tests were broadly categorized into several cognitive domains, such as global 

cognition, executive function, attention and concentration, visuospatial function, memory and 

others [27, 28]. In fact, for each cognitive domain, there is a large variety of measures, 

approximately 10~20 for each, including a large body of subtests and informal tests. As such, 

different composite cognitive batteries [11, 13, 29] contained considerably varied measures, and 

so did the driving performance assessment. Typically, driving outcome was a dichotomous 

variable developed from aggregating the results of multiple driving ability measures. As a result, 

variability and inconsistencies have persisted regarding the relationship between scores on the 

individual neuropsychological tests, tests of a single cognitive domain, or the composite batteries 

and driving performance. In this study, we chose standard neuropsychological tests of global 

cognitive function, executive function and attention, visuospatial ability, and episodic memory, 

all of which are used extensively worldwide.  

 Notably, given that individuals with different dementia etiology or severity may have 

different difficulties in executing driving maneuvers [30], it is difficult to find a general pattern 

of cognitive impairment that correlates with driving ability. This may partly explain why there is 

still no valid, reliable, and widely accepted composite cognitive battery available for the 

assessment of driving fitness for all senior drivers with cognitive impairment. Therefore, to 

determine the one-to-one relationship between the specific driving maneuvers and the specific 

neuropsychological tests may be a key to the current dilemma. There have been a few studies [31, 

32] reporting the correlations between certain neuropsychological tests and certain driving 

maneuvers. Typically, they have not investigated all the domains of driving behaviors, but 

focused only on certain situations, such as rear-end collision avoidance [31], and route-following 

and landmark/sign identification [32]. In this study, to obtain a reliable panoramic view of 

participants’ driving performance, we employed driving simulator tests that detect all domains of 

driving, including Reaction, Starting and stopping, Signaling, Safety check, Positioning, 

Speeding, and Overall (wayfinding and accidents). We further explored the correlations between 

each specific driving maneuver and each standard neuropsychological test.  

Thus, the first goal of this study was to investigate which domains of driving maneuvers 

are impaired in senior drivers with cognitive impairment, by conducting driving simulator tests. 

Thereafter, we aimed to identify which specific neuropsychological test can significantly reflect 



 

 

a certain driving error. Additionally, we were interested in identifying the difference of cognitive 

functions and demographic characteristics of senior drivers who continue driving, vis-a-vis those 

who retired from driving. We hypothesized that the current drivers have better cognitive functions 

than the retired drivers, but have difficulties in some domains of driving maneuvers, and that 

different neuropsychological factors serve to predict of different specific driving errors. In 

conclusion, we aimed to pave the way for more specific guidelines addressing the issue of 

assessment of driving ability among senior drivers with cognitive impairment in a clinical context. 

 

METHODS 

Ethical approval was granted by the Ethics Committee of Kyoto University Hospital 

(R1243). Oral and written informed consent was obtained from participants and their caregivers. 

 

Participants:  

Subjects who visited the outpatient neurology clinic in Kyoto University Hospital from 

July 2018 to December 2019 for cognitive complaints or cognitive concerns expressed by their 

family caregivers were investigated. The eligibility criteria were as follows: aged 60 years or 

more, having symptoms of cognitive decline objectively or subjectively, and having driving 

experience, including participants who had already returned their driving licenses and those with 

a valid driving license. Patients with Alzheimer’s disease (AD) or mild cognitive impairment 

(MCI) were diagnosed by a neurologist, based on the National Institute on Aging-Alzheimer’s 

Association workgroup (NIA-AA) diagnostic criteria, while subjective cognitive decline (SCD) 

was defined as self-experienced decline in cognitive functions, especially memory, without 

formal deficits in neuropsychological testing [33]. Participants with comorbidities that might 

influence driving performance (e.g. history of stroke, Parkinson’s disease) and who seldom drove, 

were excluded from this study. 

 

Procedure:  

The participants or their caregivers were asked to complete a questionnaire, which included 

questions on both the demographic and driving-related characteristics of the participants since the 

onset of their cognitive problems. All the participants were administered neuropsychological tests 

by a professional clinical psychologist. However, some senior participants refused to take certain 

neuropsychological tests due to fatigue; therefore, there are some corresponding missing values. 

None of the retired drivers in the sample expressed a desire to resume driving or willingness to 

undergo the driving simulator tests. Of the current drivers, 21 participated in the driving simulator 



 

 

tests. All them completed reaction tests (both simple and complex), but five of them failed to 

complete the driving test because of simulator sickness. 

 

Measures: 

Neuropsychological tests 

The mini-mental state examination (MMSE) is a brief clinical test used for screening 

dementia patients, with scores ranging from 0 to 30, with lower scores indicating greater cognitive 

impairment. Although the MMSE alone was perceived to be insufficient for use as an indicator 

of driving outcomes [10, 28, 34], many studies have provided evidence that it should be used to 

make the decision to refer senior drivers for a driving evaluation or report them to the respective 

authorities [20, 35, 36]. The current study included it as a measure of global cognitive functioning 

and further investigated the correlation between the sub-scores of MMSE and driving parameters. 

The trail making test (TMT) [37] is a simple pencil-and-paper task that includes two 

subtests. Administering the TMT-A requires participants to draw lines to consecutively 

interconnect 25 numbered circles distributed randomly on a sheet of paper. The TMT-B requires 

participants to interconnect consecutive numbers and hiragana (a Japanese syllabary) characters, 

alternating between the two sequences (i.e., number-hiragana-number-hiragana…). Both the 

subtests measure visual scanning, motor processing speed and attention. The TMT-B additionally 

tests for divided attention and cognitive flexibility, which play an especially important part in 

adapting to everchanging traffic situations. The standard administration allows for a maximum 

time limit of 100 seconds for TMT-A and 300 seconds for TMT-B. However, Russell [38] 

observed that more than one-third of the patients with neurological disorders exceeded the time 

limits. Thus, there was no time limit in the study; accordingly, we used the maximum time score 

obtained from our sample as the score for the participants who failed to complete it. The TMT 

has been previously reported to be a useful assessment to predict fitness for driving [20, 27]. 

Moreover, some investigators have proposed the different application strategies of TMT-A and 

TMT-B [21, 39]. 

The block design test (BDT) is a subtest of the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS). 

It assesses an individual’s ability to understand complex visual information. The participants were 

required to rearrange blocks with various color patterns on different sides to match them to a 

given pattern. The scores range from 0 to 66 based on accuracy and speed, a higher score 

indicating a higher level of spatial visualization ability and motor skill. A previous study [4] found 

that visuospatial construction assessed with the BDT predicted performance for both safety errors 

and traffic sign identification. 



 

 

The CDT [40] is a widely used cognitive screening instrument. The participants were 

instructed to draw the face of a clock and put the numbers of the dial on it, with a long arm and a 

short arm depicting the time of 10 minutes past 11. To draw the clock, participants must be able 

to follow directions and visualize the proper orientation of an object. In contrast to the MMSE, 

this test is unaffected by the participants’ level of education [41, 42]. The 10-point Rouleau’s 

scoring system [43] was used in the study, a higher score indicating better cognitive function. 

CDT has been included in many national medical guidelines for assessing a patient’s fitness to 

drive [13]. 

The Alzheimer’s disease assessment scale–cognitive subscale (ADAS-Cog) [44] assesses 

the severity of cognitive dysfunction in Alzheimer’s disease. It includes 11 tasks, and the scores 

range from 0 to 70, with higher scores indicating worse cognitive impairment. In most countries, 

revocation of driving license of senior drivers is based not solely on the diagnosis of dementia, 

but on its severity [13], which can be evaluated by this test.  

Logical memory (LM) I & II [45] are subtests of the revised Wechsler Memory Scale 

(WMS-R) [46]. It is an episodic memory measure of immediate recall and 30-min delayed recall 

of two stories A and B. Given that the seniors cannot tolerate prolonged testing, only episode A 

has been employed in the study. The scores range from 0 to 25 for both LM I and II, a higher 

score indicating better episodic memory. Episodic memory impairment, one of the earliest and 

most representative symptoms of AD, may impede driving ability at the strategic level, such as in 

wayfinding.  

 

Driving Simulator Tests 

For driving simulator tests, we used Honda Safety Navi (Honda Motor Co., Tokyo, Japan; 

Supplementary Figure 1), a simulator consisting of a steering wheel, a blinker lever, an accelerator 

pedal, a brake pedal, and three 21.5-inch computer displays that afford the participants a view of 

the road from the front and sides. However, it is not equipped with a gearbox and clutch, because 

of the pervasive use of automatic transmission cars in Japan. The speedometer, side mirrors and 

the rear-view mirror are shown on the screens, and the simulated driving sound is played to mimic 

a real-world scenario. For the evaluation of driving ability, a special software, the Honda driving 

ability evaluation supportive software (Honda Motor Co., Tokyo, Japan), was installed. With this 

software, we administered two types of tests: two reaction tests (simple and complex) and one 

driving test to reflect real-world driving.  

The reaction tests were used to measure a participant’s reaction time to stimuli while 

driving and consisted of two subtests: simple and complex reaction tests. The reaction tests are 



 

 

set on a one-way road in a rural scenario. The researcher elaborately explained the details of each 

subtest, so that the participants had a clear idea. The participants were required to follow a car in 

front and rapidly operate the accelerator and brake pedals according to the color of the rear lights 

of the car in front (details in Supplementary Table 1). Before the formal test, there were five and 

six practice stimuli for the simple and complex reaction tests, respectively. The mean of reaction 

time (RT) and deviation of reaction time (dRT) were automatically recorded both for the simple 

(35 stimuli) and complex (50 stimuli) reaction tests. The number of erroneous reactions (eR) in 

the complex reaction test was also recorded. The software then compared each evaluation item to 

that of the existing data of generally healthy people of the same age and reported results with a 5-

level evaluation ranking (Poor, Below Average, Average, Good, and Excellent) for each 

participant. 

The driving test was set in an urban environment during daytime, to measure a participant's 

driving errors in 6 domains: Starting and stopping, Signaling, Safety check, Positioning, Speeding, 

and Overall. The researcher explained the overall setting of the test and told the participants that 

they needed to complete 12 tasks and reach the given destination by correctly following the audio 

navigation (turning left/right, changing lanes, etc.) and signboards. The 12 tasks and 

corresponding traffic scenarios are described in Supplementary Table 1. The participants were 

instructed to drive as usual and obey traffic rules (traffic lights and posted speed limitations, etc.). 

Before the formal test, participants were allowed a practice drive to help them get a general idea 

of the test and familiarize themselves with operating the simulator. The simulator software 

automatically recorded and counted 18 objective parameters of driving errors and categorized 

them into the 6 domains of driving maneuvers (details in Table 4). Similarly, the software 

compared the result of each domain to that of generally healthy people of the same age and 

reported evaluation rankings that were displayed in a radar chart (Supplementary Figure 2) to 

show the participants’ driving performance integrally. 

The driving simulator tests lasted approximately 30 minutes, each test followed by a short 

break. Participants were instructed to report at any time if they felt unwell (dizziness or nausea), 

and could abort the test. After the test, a printed report of their driving performance was provided 

to them upon request (Supplementary Figure 2). 

 

Statistical analyses: 

Analyses were performed using IBM® SPSS® Statistics version 23. The chi-square test or 

Fisher exact test was used to compare all the demographic（except “age”）and driving-related 

characteristics according to the status of the driving licenses. The independent samples t-test or 



 

 

Mann-Whitney U test was conducted to compare the scores of neuropsychological tests of 

current/retired groups. Analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was conducted to adjust for age and 

gender, as the two groups differed significantly in these variables. In addition, the Cohen’s d was 

computed to indicate the effect size. Negligible effects (d < 0.20), small effects (0.20 < d < 0.50), 

medium effects (0.50 < d < 0.80) and large effects (d > 0.80) were distinguished. ANOVA tests 

and Post Hoc tests were used to compare the driving performance of participants with different 

diagnoses. The Pearson correlation coefficient or the Spearman’s ρ was used to determine the 

one-to-one relationship between the specific driving parameters and the scores of specific 

neuropsychological tests. Regrettably, the number of participants who could ultimately be studied 

using the driving simulator was too small to apply multivariate regression analysis. All statistical 

significance tests were two-sided, and an α level of 0.05 was considered statistically significant. 

It is to be noted that many statistical comparisons were made in this single study simultaneously; 

hence, it is necessary to consider the fallacy of multiple comparisons when interpreting our results. 

 

RESULTS  

Demographic and driving-related characteristics  

Of the 52 participants investigated, five were excluded: one for being under 60, two 

because of a lack of actual driving experience, and two with comorbidities that might influence 

driving performance. Eventually, 47 participants were included in the study, ranging in age from 

61 to 92, of whom 27 (57.4%) were male. 24 participants had voluntarily returned their driving 

licenses, whereas 23 still held a valid driving license at the time of the study. The number of 

participants diagnosed with SCD, MCI, and AD was 5, 19, and 23, respectively.  

Table 1 presents the demographic and driving-related characteristics of retired and current 

drivers. Apart from self-reported traffic accidents, significant differences were found between the 

two groups in age, gender, diagnosis, driving patterns, driving frequency, and duration of driving 

experience. The current drivers were statistically younger than the retired ones (t = 3.105 p = 

0.003), and a higher proportion of current drivers was male; the opposite pattern held true for 

retired drivers (χ2 = 4.996, p = 0.039). Most current drivers had a diagnosis of MCI or SDC, 

whereas the most frequent diagnosis among the retired drivers was AD. The majority (87.5%) of 

retired drivers thought that they were unable to drive safely anymore, but three of them had a 

relatively optimistic assessment of their driving competence and were convinced they could drive 

safely in certain conditions, such as during the daytime, in favorable weather, around the 

neighborhood, etc. Of the current drivers, more than half thought they could drive safely 

unconditionally, whereas only some voluntarily imposed restrictions on their driving behaviors. 



 

 

Four retired drivers and eight current drivers reported having caused traffic accidents since the 

onset of cognitive problems, and the accidents were almost all run-off-road collisions without 

injury.    

 

Neuropsychological tests  

As displayed in Table 2, the differences between the retired and current drivers were 

statistically significant for the scores of all neuropsychological tests, even after the adjustment for 

gender. However, the scores of ADAS and WMS-LMⅡwere found to be statistically not different 

between the two groups after adjustment for age. The overwhelming majority of current drivers 

(82.6%) had an MMSE score higher than 23, with a minimum of 19 and maximum of 27. The 

MMSE scores of retired drivers were in a larger range, with a minimum of 2 and maximum of 27.  

 

Driving performance 

Twenty-one current drivers participated in the reaction tests, aged between 61 and 90 (mean 

[SD], 76.38 [7.11]), 15 of whom were male. As displayed in Fig.1, more than half of the 21 

participants had a below average or poor ranking on the evaluation items both of the simple and 

complex reaction tests. Table 3 shows the results of the reaction tests of the participants with 

different diagnoses. There were 4, 14, and 3 participants in the SCD, MCI, and AD groups 

respectively and the age and gender of the three groups were not significantly different. According 

to the results of ANOVA, the sim-RT (p < 0.001), the sim-dRT (p = 0.001), the com-dRT (p = 

0.001), and the eR (p = 0.027) were significantly related to the diagnosis. According to the results 

of Post Hoc tests, the mean of sim-RT and sim-dRT of the AD group was significantly larger than 

that of the SCD and MCI groups, but no significant difference was found between the latter two 

groups. The mean of com-dRT of the 3 groups was significantly different, that of the SCD group 

being the smallest. The eR of the SCD group was significantly less often than that of the MCI 

group, but no significant difference was found in other comparisons. 

Sixteen current drivers completed the driving test, aged between 64 and 90 (mean [SD], 

77.75 [6.77]), 14 of whom were male. Table 4 shows the median of the frequency of 18 driving 

errors and the evaluation ranking of the 6 domains of driving maneuvers of the 16 participants. 

Among all the 6 domains of driving maneuvers, Safety check, Positioning, and Speeding of all 

the 16 participants were evaluated to be above the average level. However, there were 4, 3, and 8 

participants with a ranking below the average level on Starting and stopping, Signaling, and 

Overall, respectively. Pairwise comparisons yielded significant differences between the SCD and 

MCI groups for “overlooking dangerous vehicles ahead” (p = 0.039) and between the AD and 



 

 

MCI groups for “centerline crossings” (p = 0.008), with no significant differences between the 

three groups for all other driving errors, which may at least partly be due to the small sample size, 

especially in the SCD (2 participants) and AD groups (3 participants).  

 

Correlative Analyses  

As shown in Table 5, many neuropsychological factors were found to have significantly 

moderate to high correlations with the parameters of different domains of driving performance. 

In general, the parameters of the reaction tests were found to be associated with the scores of 

MMSE, TMT-A, and TMT-B. With respect to the parameters of driving errors, Spearman’s ρ 

revealed that “sudden braking” had quite a high correlation coefficient with the scores of MMSE 

(ρ = -0.707, p< 0.01), BDT (ρ = -0.560, p < 0.05) and ADAS (ρ = 0.758, p < 0.01); “Forgetting 

to use turn signals” was associated with the TMT-B score (ρ = 0.608, p < 0.05); “Centerline 

crossings” was moderately correlated with the scores of MMSE (ρ = -0.582, p < 0.05) and ADAS 

(ρ = 0.538, p < 0.05); “Going the wrong way” was moderately correlated with the score of CDT 

(ρ = -0.624, p < 0.01). All specific data are listed in Table 5.   

 

DISCUSSION 

Our study found that many senior drivers regulate their driving patterns in a proactive way 

upon the onset of cognitive problems. In this study population, a little over 50 % of the participants 

had stopped driving. According to the results of a survey[47] conducted by the National Police 

Agency (Japan), the top three reasons why senior drivers stopped driving were frailty, families’ 

recommendation, and having read the news of traffic accidents caused by senior divers. Further, 

a proportion of current drivers had voluntarily restricted their driving behaviors, such as driving 

only in familiar residential areas and for short distances, driving during the hours of low traffic, 

etc. The phenomenon of self-imposed restriction on driving behavior was also reported by 

Kurzthaler et al. [48], who interpreted it as a compensatory strategy. In our sample, younger 

people, males, and those with longer driving experience were more likely to be current drivers, 

in the light of demographic and driving-related characteristics. A similar pattern emerged in 

several previous studies [49-51]. As expected, current drivers performed better in 

neuropsychological testing than retired ones, which is in agreement with the findings of Vaughan 

et al. [52]. 

With respect to driving performance, the participants showed driving errors in the 4 

domains in general: Reaction, Starting and Stopping, Signaling, and Overall (wayfinding and 

accidents), which was detected by the driving simulator tests. Approximately half of the 21 



 

 

participants displayed slow response to sudden events while driving (see sim-RT and com-RT in 

Fig. 1). More precisely, the responses of AD patients were slower than the SCD and MCI groups 

in simple reaction tests; but in the complex situation, there was no difference among the RT of 

the three groups (Table 3), which is in line with a recent study [53] reporting that drivers with 

AD showed significantly greater RT than control drivers in simulated driving. In addition, more 

than half the participants lacked stability of driving operations (see sim-dRT and com-dRT in Fig. 

1). Pairwise comparisons indicated that the operation stability of AD patients was significantly 

the worst in the simple reaction test (see sim-dRT in Table 3). However, in more complex 

situations, no significant difference was found between the operation stability of the AD and MCI 

groups, with participants with SCD showing the best operation stability. Moreover, based on the 

eR results, participants with SCD had misjudgments or incorrect manipulations in complex 

situations, less often than the MCI group (Table 3).  

Based on the results of the 16 subjects who completed the driving test, the most frequent 

driving errors included traffic lights or stop sign violations, inappropriate use of the indicator, 

stepping on the accelerator or brakes suddenly, stopping inappropriately, and causing crashes or 

collisions. Although most of them did not commit speeding violations, the crawling problem 

might have been hidden, because it was observed that some participants drove at excessively slow 

speeds in the simulated driving. However, the simulator software used in our study did not 

measure the average speed of the participants. Economou et al. [53] also pointed out the crawling 

problem of senior drivers, and interpreted it as a compensatory behavior to cope with the complex 

simulated traffic. Piersma et al. [11] found that patients with AD drove significantly more slowly 

than healthy participants, when they were in a hurry or at the intersections. In contrast, Yamin et 

al. [34] concluded that drivers with AD exceeded the posted speed limit significantly more often 

in comparison to the controls. These discrepant results may be due to the difficulty of driving tests 

used in different studies varying a lot, which may have an effect on the speed control. In terms of 

Positioning and Safety check, all the 16 participants received a ranking equal to or greater than 

the average (Table 4). However, “Safety check” might be worse than the current result, because 

the driving error, “inappropriate side safety check,” was not involved in our study.  

Our findings suggest that certain individual neuropsychological tests may be good 

predictors of certain driving maneuvers. Many of the existing studies have elucidated the 

relationships between neuropsychological tests and integral driving outcome, to predict driving 

fitness. In contrast, we divided the driving abilities into several domains, and then tried to find 

the appropriate neuropsychological test which significantly reflects a certain domain of driving 



 

 

abilities. In this respect, the present study is one of the few[54, 55] to examine the correlation 

between each specific driving behavior and each single neuropsychological test. 

Our study provides evidence that the reactivity in driving could be predicted by cognitive 

tests that contain or emphasize the attention function, such as MMSE, TMT-A, and TMT-B (Table 

5). A prior study[55] has drawn a similar conclusion that responses to road hazards were 

significantly predicted solely by attention in a sample with cognitively healthy senior drivers. 

Both the scores of MMSE and the subtest of “attention and calculation” exhibited strong negative 

correlations with the parameters of Reaction, indicating that MMSE would be useful to assess 

senior drivers’ reactivity, and the subtest, “attention and calculation,” may be a good alternative, 

demanding less time. Similarly, the scores of “orientation to time” and “recall” showed significant 

correlations with dRT or eR, which suggests these as simple and easy ways to evaluate the stability 

and adaptability of driving operations. In addition, prolongation in TMT-A and TMT-B scores 

were also proved to be predictors of reacting tardily and unstably. Interestingly, the TMT-B score 

was also predictive of the operation of giving turn signals (see FUTS in Table 5), which is 

important for avoiding accidents when making turns or changing lanes. Senior drivers with worse 

performance in TMT-B test were more likely to fail to indicate turn signals in time or to forget to 

giving turn signals at all. 

The importance of the visuospatial function in explaining operational driving mistakes has 

been emphasized in many studies. A meta-analysis [27] reported that visuospatial function 

emerged as one of the significant predictors of driving performance, with relatively high effect 

size. Yamin et al. [34] proved the association between visual processing and number of crashes, 

illustrating visual processing being an initial step in crash avoidance. Yi et al. [23] found that 

impairment in visual attention contributed to an increased risk of crashes. Ergun et al. [31] 

reported that Rey-Osterreith complex figure test and other visual tests were predictive of 

premature stopping and abrupt slowing. Similarly, our study found that the frequent and sudden 

slamming of the brakes was associated with a decrease in visuospatial ability, as detected by BDT 

(see SB in Table 5). Besides, we found that both the measures of global cognitive functioning 

(MMSE and ADAS) also serve to predict the driving maneuvers of sudden braking. 

Prior studies have provided evidence that the global cognitive status is correlated with the 

driving behavior of lane control both in on-road driving test[56] and simulated driving tests [11, 

34]. In our study, this correlation was further confirmed (see CC in Table 5). Specifically, both 

the measures of global cognitive functioning used in our study, MMSE and ADAS, revealed 

similar validity in predicting the driving maneuvers of lane control.  



 

 

The CDT is included in many studies [57-59] that aimed to identify the best predictive set 

of tests for pass/fail driving outcome. Nevertheless, there is little evidence linking the CDT to 

specific driving behaviors. In the study, way-finding, a driving behavior at the strategic level, was 

found to be predicted by the CDT score (see GWW in Table 5). Although the CDT is included in 

many national medical guidelines to assess the driving ability of senior drivers, one study [60] 

demonstrated the limited utility of CDT as a single screening measure in predicting driving 

performance. Our study confirmed the usefulness of CDT in assessing some specific driving 

behaviors, especially those at the strategic level.  

Unexpectedly, the subtest of MMSE “orientation to time” had a significantly positive 

correlation with the behavior of driving over the speed limit (see R-DOSL, OS-SL in Table 5). It 

is plausible that participants with greater temporal orientation skill may have excessive 

confidence in their driving, resulting in their driving much faster. In addition, it is to be noted that 

in our sample, no parameter of driving performance was found to be significantly correlated with 

memory detected by LM. This is compatible with the results of a previous study [48], which found 

that memory itself did not significantly contribute to the prediction of driving behaviors. Likewise, 

after adjusting for age, we found that there was no significant difference between the delayed 

recall of current drivers and retired drivers. In Japan, memory tests (cued recall tests) are used in 

the CISTSD mentioned in the introduction. This finding questions the validity of employing 

memory tests to screen the driving ability of senior drivers.  

The major limitation of this study is the small sample size that may affect the reliability of 

our findings. It is important to be cautious when interpreting our results. Consequently, the small 

sample size limited the statistical analysis. Just 16 participants completing the driving test is 

insufficient to develop a sophisticated statistical model. The limited sample size was partly due 

to simulator sickness, which is a common problem reported by many studies. Various 

countermeasures were adopted to mitigate this effect, including individualizing the 

accommodation phase [34] and simplifying the simulator scenarios [11, 57]. A further limitation 

is that the present study used only parameters put out by the software automatically, to assess 

driving performance. It may be helpful to incorporate an observational assessment [57] in addition 

to the objective parameters, for a more comprehensive evaluation. Further, the missing values of 

the neuropsychological tests comprise a shortcoming of the study. In future, a larger sample is 

warranted to confirm the validity of our findings.  

Our results concerning the driving errors of senior drivers with cognitive impairment 

constitute a useful addition to the literature. We have also updated the current literature on this 

topic by linking classical office-based neuropsychological tests to specific driving maneuvers. In 



 

 

sum, the unique neuropsychological domain of attention can reflect the reaction in driving; the 

visuospatial function serves the prediction of the braking operation, the global cognitive function 

is good at predicting the driving maneuver of positioning, and CDT is correlated with strategic 

difficulties. To protect the driving privilege of senior drivers and, at the same time, ensure that 

traffic accidents attributable to them do not increase, an integrant neuropsychological tool that 

can accurately reflect individuals’ driving abilities needs to be developed. This newly gained 

information provides assistance to the design of assessment batteries specifically tailored to 

different etiologies. In addition, we can optimize the battery by adjusting it flexibly, depending 

on personalized driving problems reported by caregivers in clinical practice.  
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Datasets 

Table 1  

Demographic and driving-related characteristics of the participants 

Variables Retired 
drivers (n) 

Current 
drivers (n) χ2 / t p Cramer's V 

Age, y Total 24 23 
3.105a 0.003 - Mean (SD) 82.04(5.513) 76.39(6.913) 

       
Gender Female  14 6 4.996b 0.039 0.326* Male 10 17 
       

Diagnosis  
SCD 0 5 

19.181c <0.001 0.636** MCI  5 14 
AD 19 4 

       
Driving 
patterns 

unable to drive 21 0 
38.269b <0.001 0.902** restricted  3 8 

unconditionally  0 15 
       Traffic 
accidents, n 

0 18 15 1.585b 0.314 0.188 1~4 4 8 
       
Driving 
frequency 

never 23 1 
39.527b <0.001 0.917** sometimes 1 10 

everyday 0 12 
       
Duration of 
driving 
experience, y 

3~20 4 1 
7.237c 0.020 0.415* 21~50 13 10 

51~70 3 12 
∗p < 0.05, ∗∗p < 0.001, a. Independent Samples t Test., b. Pearson Chi-Square, c. Fisher's Exact Test; SCD: subjective cognitive decline; MCI: 
mild cognitive impairment; AD: Alzheimer’s disease 

 

  



 

 

Table 2  

The scores of the neuropsychological tests of the participants  

Variables Retired 
drivers 

Current 
drivers 

p values cohen's 

d unadjusted age 
adjusted 

gender 
adjusted 

MMSEa  n 24 23 
<0.001 <0.001 <0.001 1.520 Mean (SD) 18.67 (6.26) 26.13(2.89) 

        
TMT-Ab  

n 23 21 
<0.001 0.002 <0.001 1.208 Median (QL, QU) 94 (70, 295) 57 (46.5, 64) 

        
TMT-Bb 

n 23 21 
<0.001 0.002 <0.001 1.289 Median (QL, QU) 312 (312, 312) 154 (95.5, 274) 

        
BDTb 

n 12 18 
0.001 0.011 0.001 1.226 Median (QL, QU) 19.17 (5.80) 29.40 (7.90) 

        ADAS-
Coga 

n 13 21 
0.03 0.076 0.021 0.800 Mean (SD) 13.7 (4.97) 10.18 (3.95) 

        
LM Ib  

n 18 21 
<0.001 0.014 <0.001 1.213 Median (QL, QU) 1 (0, 3) 4 (3, 7.5) 

        
LM Ⅱb n 18 21 <0.001  0.114 0.015 0.890 Median (QL, QU) 0 (0, 0) 1 (0.5, 3.5) 
        
CDTb 

n 22 22 
0.002 0.007 0.002 1.079 Median (QL, QU) 8 (3.5, 10) 10 (9, 10) 

        a. Independent Samples t Test, b. Mann-Whitney U Test. MMSE: mini-mental state examination; TMT: trail making test; BDT: block design 
test; ADAS-Cog: Alzheimer’s disease assessment scale–cognitive subscale; LM: Logical memory; CDT: clock drawing test. 

 

  



 

 

Table 3 

 The results of the reaction tests of the participants with SCD, MCI, and AD 
Diagnosis sim-RT (s) sim-dRT (s) com-RT (s) com-dRT (s) eR (n) 

SCD (n=4) 0.515 (0.031) 0.149 (0.081) 0.976 (0.102) 0.128 (0.025) 1.50 (1.732) 
MCI (n=14) 0.477 (0.085) 0.161 (0.081) 0.970 (0.192) 0.225 (0.053) 12.43 (6.161) 
AD (n=3) 0.829 (0.092) 0.380 (0.042) 1.137 (0.287) 0.301 (0.048) 15.33 (14.189) 
F 24.315 10.477 0.943 11.227 4.422 
p <0.001 0.001 0.408 0.001 0.027 
1- β (post hoc) 0.9998 0.9276 - 0.9453 0.4998 
Pairwise 
comparisona 

SCD<AD** SCD<AD* - SCD<MCI* SCD<MCI* 
MCI<AD** MCI<AD* - SCD<AD*  

∗p < 0.05.	∗∗p < 0.001. a. Bonferroni-adjusted significance tests. SCD: subjective cognitive decline; MCI: mild cognitive 
impairment; AD: Alzheimer’s disease; sim-RT: the mean of reaction time of the simple reaction test; sim-dRT: the deviation of 
reaction time of the simple reaction test; com-RT: the mean of reaction time of the complex reaction test; com-dRT: the deviation 
of reaction time of the complex reaction test; eR: the number of erroneous reactions in the complex reaction test 

  



 

 

Table 4  

The results of the driving test of the 16 participants 

Variables 
Frequency 

Median (QL, QU) 

Evaluation Ranking 
< average 
(person) 

≧	average 
(person) 

Starting & 
Stopping 

sudden starting 1.5 (0, 4) 
    4 12 traffic lights or stop sign violations 2 (1, 2.75) 

sudden braking 0 (0, 0.75) 
     
Signaling forgetting to use turn signals 2 (1, 2.5) 3 13 using turn signals incorrectly 0.5 (0, 1) 
     
Safety 
check  

inappropriate rear safety check 0 (0, 0) 
0 16 overlooking dangerous vehicles ahead 0 (0, 1) 

overlooking signboards or traffic lights  1 (0, 1) 
     

Positioning 

stopping inappropriately 1.5 (1, 2) 

0 16 
out of lane 0 (0, 0) 
inappropriate inter-vehicle distance and lateral spacing 0 (0, 0) 
centerline crossings 0 (0, 0) 

     
Speeding 

range of driving over the speed limit (%) 0 (0, 0.4) 
0 16 overspeed - the speed limit (km/h) 0 (0, 5.30) 

intersection speed(km/h) 10.31(8.11, 13.15) 
     
Overall 

going the wrong way 0 (0, 0) 
8 8 near-miss accidents 0 (0, 1) 

crashes and collisions 0.5 (0, 1) 
 

 

  



 

 

Table 5  

Correlative analyses of driving parameters and the scores of neuropsychological tests 
						  

		∗p < 0.05.	∗∗p < 0.01. Sim-RT: the mean of reaction time of simple reaction test; sim-dRT: the deviation of reaction time of simple reaction test; 
com-RT: the mean of reaction time of complex reaction test; com-dRT: the deviation of reaction time of complex reaction test; eR: the number of 
erroneous reactions of complex reaction test; SB: sudden braking; FUTS: forgetting to use turn signals; IRSC: inappropriate rear safety check; OSTL: 
overlooking signboards or traffic lights; CC: centerline crossings; R-DOSL: range of driving over the speed limit; OS-SL: overspeed - the speed 
limit; GWW: going the wrong way; MMSE: mini-mental state examination; TMT: trail making test; BDT: block design test; ADAS-Cog: Alzheimer’s 
disease assessment scale–cognitive subscale; CDT: clock drawing test. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Driving Performance MMSE Other Neuropsychological Tests 

Domains Parameters 
Total 
score 

Orientation 
to time 

Orientation 
to place 

Attention & 
Calculation 

Recall TMT-A TMT-B BDT ADAS-Cog CDT 

Reaction  

sim-RT (s) -0.685* -0.185 0.052 -0.724** -0.479 0.492 0.694** -0.487 0.460 -0.293 
sim-dRT (s) -0.685* -0.228 0.122 -0.693** -0.589* 0.531* 0.595* -0.229 0.433 -0.389 
com-RT (s) -0.368 -0.256 0.191 -0.368 0.065 0.562* 0.634* -0.369 0.455 -0.158 
com-dRT (s) -0.753** -0.584* 0.017 -0.625** -0.485 0.370 0.814** -0.200 0.493 -0.283 
eR (n) -0.430 -0.685** <0.001 -0.319 -0.391 -0.106 0.427 -0.203 0.392 -0.090 

            Stopping SB (n) -0.707** -0.461 -0.505* -0.426 -0.541* 0.023 0.312 -0.560* 0.758** -0.244 
            Signaling FUTS (n) -0.255 -0.460 0.089 -0.250 0.045 0.452 0.608* -0.159 -0.002 0.185 
            
Safety 
check 

IRSC(n) -0.425 -0.444 -0.537* -0.376 -0.237 -0.062 0.343 -0.208 0.310 -0.153 
OSTL(n) -0.105 -0.511* -0.076 0.006 -0.045 0.296 0.247 0.232 0.052 -0.044 

            
Positioning CC (n) -0.582* -0.607* -0.332 -0.550* -0.447 0.163 0.503 -0.423 0.538* -0.392 
            
Speeding 

R-DOSL (%) 0.174 0.625** 0.359 -0.182 0.085 -0.237 -0.260 0.232 -0.215 -0.470 
OS-SL (km/h) 0.182 0.586* 0.359 -0.154 0.090 -0.262 -0.260 0.235 -0.194 -0.444 

            Overall GWW (n) -0.189 -0.055 0.181 -0.391 -0.278 0.310 0.343 -0.381 0.434 -0.624** 



 

 

 

Figure. 1   

The evaluation ranking of the reaction tests of the 21 participants 

sim-RT: the mean of reaction time of the simple reaction test; sim-dRT: the deviation of reaction time of the simple reaction test; 
com-RT: the mean of reaction time of the complex reaction test; com-dRT: the deviation of reaction time of the complex reaction 
test; eR: the number of erroneous reactions in the complex reaction test 
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Supplementary Material 

 

Supplementary Figure 1. The driving simulator: Honda Safety Navi (Honda Motor Co., Tokyo, 

Japan) 



 

 

 

Supplementary Figure 2. The report of driving performance   



 

 

Supplementary Table 1  

The driving simulator test overview 

Tests Details 

Reaction 
Tests 

Simple 
reaction 
test 

1. Step on the accelerator pedal to start the car and increase to its maximum 
speed of 40 km/h and then retain it.  
2. Release the accelerator pedal as soon as the rear lights of the car ahead turn 
green, and then step on the pedal right away. 

Complex 
reaction 
test 

1. Step on the accelerator pedal to start the car and increase to its maximum 
speed of 40 km/h and then retain it. 
2. Release the accelerator pedal and step on the brake with your right foot once 
the rear lights of the car ahead turn red, and then step on the accelerator pedal 
right away. 
3. only release the accelerator pedal once the rear lights of the car ahead turn 
yellow, then step on the accelerator pedal to the maximum right away. 
4. Continue to step on the accelerator pedal to its maximum, once the rear 
lights of the car ahead turn navy. 

Driving Test 

Traffic scenarios and tasks Environment 

1. Safety check before entering the 
road. 

Straight road with good visibility from 
the parking lot; speed limit: 50 km/h 

2. Changing lanes. Branch road with good visibility in a 
busy street; speed limit: 50 km/h 

3. Proper sequence when turning 
right and a bicycle abruptly crosses 
the intersection. 

Intersection in a lane street;  
speed limit: 50 km/h 

4. The priority of vehicles coming 
from the right when merging. 

Merging area with good visibility in a 
coastal road; speed limit: 40 km/h 

5. The oncoming traffic on the 
opposite lane when turning right. 

Intersection in a residential street; 
speed limit: 40 →30km/h 

6. Moving at an intersection without 
traffic lights. 

T-junction with poor visibility in a 
narrow residential street without a road 
division; speed limit: 30 km/h 

7. Predicting signal changes. 
Intersection at a cross of a busy street 
and a residential street; 
speed limit: 30→50km/h 

8. An unexpected motorcycle 
approaching from the oncoming 
vehicle when turning right. 

Intersection in a busy street;  
speed limit: 50 km/h 

9. Overtaking the work vehicle 
which is parked alongside the road. 

Straight road with good visibility in a 
busy street; speed limit: 50→40km/h 

10. Unexpected motorcycle 
approaching when turning left. 

Intersection in a busy street;  
speed limit: 50 km/h 

11. A child suddenly runs across the 
road when approaching the 
pedestrian crossing. 

Straight road with good visibility in a 
school area (road sign) without traffic 
lights; speed limit: 40 km/h 

12. Consecutive curve on a ramp. 
Mountain road (an 8% uphill slope) 
with continuous curve;  
speed limit: 40 km/h 

 




